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During the World War II years in Los Angeles   
there were plenty of jobs open in the printing trade 
for an eager young person who wanted to enter the
 trade; especially, in type composition.
Upon graduation from junior high school in 1943,
I had the opportunity to enroll in a summer session 
at the prestigious Frank Wiggins Trade School. I was
already working as an apprentice at Wright Printing 
& Stationery so my summer program was very busy.
My school classes were Linotype operation and 
hand composition. The instructors were the best
in the business: John Murray, master typographer
and Atwell Lee Jobe, Linotype wizard. We had
twelve Linotypes all in good working order and
donated by the Meganthaler Co. Unfortunately,
Intertype wasn’t allowed on the premises.
Mr. Jobe was a real was a real magician on the keyboard. He could set type with an
unbelieveable speed with a towel covering the keyboard. As far as the mechanics of the
machine was concerned he taught me how to adjust all of the machines. He also made me 
memorize the order (acronym) of setting up the machine: L-E-K-V-A-M which means
Liners, Ejector, Knife, Vise, Assembler and Magazine.
Mr. Murray was known for his knowledge of period typography. In fact the type cases were
filled with Goudy. In the classroom there was a bust of Frederic Goudy that was present
for his previous visit. I was told that before Goudy’s visit the neighboring high school’s 
Monotype type department was very busy filling the type cases with all the Goudy fonts 
available. Fortunately, I kept in touch with John Murray during my visits with my mentor 
Richard Hoffman and both of them were doing some fine letterpress printing.
The following summer I once again enrolled in the Frank Wiggins printing department and 
was already working on the Linotype and setting the Los Angeles High School’s daily news-
paper and working as an apprentice at the City College Press. I feel certain that the training 
and disciplines learned at Frank Wiggins had pushed and accelerated my career in the 
graphic arts.


